Conservation Values Programme

Schools and Professional development – Teacher training events

A seminar at Safari Lodge in Bali in January 2012 brought education professionals together to work on the production of cross curricular class room and teacher training resources based on Cameroon content and case studies.
Participants came from four education providers, including the Ministry of Secondary Education. They included regional pedagogic inspectors, pedagogic service coordinators, teacher trainers, advanced teacher training trainees, inschool trainers, teachers and school principals. The education secretaries were each represented, and three partner NGOs. The group included GCSE examiners, and GCSE subject coordinators.

Waste management
Waste management has consistently been listed as a priority environment education topic, by partner teachers, schools and education authorities. Keeping school compounds clean and disposing of school waste when there is no refuse
collection service is an immediate problem that principles struggle with. Teachers are also looking for ways to teach students about waste management in a wider sense, domestic, urban, industrial. Teaching about pollution, how to and
the value of recycling are also given as topics that teachers want help to address in schools. Melanie Tamnjong,, a CVP teacher, learnt about paper maché through our partnership with PACE. She has used paper maché for some years,
involving her pupils and colleagues, making teaching aids like wall maps and objects for teaching vocabulary and math. Her experience is that children love the activity, they become avid waste paper collectors (keeping their schools
clean), they enjoy the process, and learn the ‘reduce, re-use, recycle’ principles. Teachers are pleased to have a practical class activity that requires no expenditure, and a means of producing teaching aids from 100% school waste
material. The stubs of coloured chalk too small to write with are turned into ‘paint’ to decorate items produced. Following suggestions at the seminar we produced a film, in French and English, to guide teachers on how to run their
own paper mache activities in school.
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Teacher training using extractive industries resources

The North West region working group gave a series of presentations based on RELUFA /CED resources on uranium, in lesson plans for economics, French language, history, physics, chemistry and geography. The presentations
illustrated vividly how environment material fits and assists teaching and learning across the curriculum. Both subject matter and presentation/teaching style really caught the audience’s attention, there were many questions,
suggestions, and discussion amongst participants continued after the seminar had ended. A module using this RELUFA/CED material has been produced for the ‘Cameroon Our Home’ resource, to be published in 2013.

Group work at Bali seminar, Safari Lodge, January 2012
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